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Abstract: This study aimed at identifying the impact of using a proposed training program based on learning through mobile phones on acquiring the pre service mathematics teachers learning engagement skills and designing digital learning objects. This study also aimed at identifying the most effective contexts in learning of mathematics through mobile phones. To achieve this aim, a group of (11) students from the College of Education, primary education division majoring in "Mathematics" was selected. The students of this group were trained in the proposed training program based on the mobile. A test that measures the learning engagement skills and an observation form for designing the digital learning objects as well as a questionnaire to identify the most effective contexts. Wilcoxon test and Spearman equation were utilized to analyze the results of the study. Results indicated that the proposed training program has contributed to the improvement of the learning engagement skills and the design of digital learning objects in the field of mathematics. Results also stated that the interactive context ranked first in contexts that have a significant impact on the learning of mathematics through mobile phones. Keywords: learning through mobile phones, learning engagement, digital learning objects.